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L Series. The all new Kubota LD tractor features a powerful E-TVCS diesel engine and
mechanical shuttle transmission, offering exceptional performance and reliability. Download
Brochure 3. Built to last, this powerful workhorse delivers dynamic output and high torque,
while significantly reducing vibration and noise with a built-in balancer. The synchro shuttle
shift lever is conveniently located at the left side of the seat allowing you to quickly and easily
switch between forward and reverse. New one-piece front bonnet can be fully opened for easier
access to the engine, as well as easy removal of the radiator screen from either side to simplify
cleaning. An ample litre fuel tank lets you fill up with more fuel so you can operate for longer.
The L maximises both power and stability, thanks to its long mm wheelbase. To reduce fatigue
the L features smooth, easy turn, hydrostatic power steering. Front End Loader. Kubota LA
front loader improves lifting power and height as well as offering exceptional durability.
Optional on this model. Single-lever joystick provides easier operation. A regenerative dump
circuit allows for fast bucket dumping, and the series circuit provides simultaneous operation of
the boom and bucket. The valve stays with the tractor when the loader is detached, so that the
valve can be used for other implement operations. Quick-attach convenience combined with
full-mount subframe ensures sturdiness. Hydraulically actuated stabilisers for enhanced
stability. Specifications General Downloads. LD Brochure Kubota L Compact Utility Tractor
gives a new curved hood with matching fenders, an easy-to-read dash panel, multiple
headlamps, a mechanical shuttle transmission, and a more powerful E-TVCS diesel engine for a
higher level of tractor performance and confidence. Final Words. That was all about the Kubota
L Compact Utility Tractor Price, Specs, Review, and Key Features, but if you have any query
regarding this post, then please comment below in the comment box, We will solve your
problem as soon as possible, thanks for visiting our site and stay tuned to our site for more new
stuff like this. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Leave this field empty. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Intertim Tier 4. Power gross
:. Fuel system:. Rated RPM:. Starter volts:. Oil capacity:. Coolant capacity:. Differential lock:.
Two-post foldable ROPS. Engine gross :. Engine net :. Hydro PTO claimed :. Gear PTO claimed
:. Rear PTO:. Rear RPM:. Engine RPM:. Pump flow:. Total flow:. Steering flow:. Rear Type:. Rear
lift at ends :. Ground clearance:. Front tread:. Rear tread:. Standard tires ag :. Front: 7. Rear:
Front: 8. Industrial front:. Industrial rear:. Charging system:. Charging amps:. Charging volts:.
Cold-cranking amps:. Of all the Kubota L models listed There are currently 1 items for L listed in
Australia from 1 professional sellers and 0 private businesses. Kubota L models are historically
listed by sellers in and Tractors categories. Multione All these tractors have As it turns out, the
tractor is not only useful but completely operational via remote control. Displayed by Hillside
Tractors Australia This guide is for anyone wanting to know more about tractors in general, and
more specifically those looking to buy a tractor or sell a tractor. Quick jump Great for mowing
lawns, shifting small amounts of dirt, and generally maintaining plots of land 5 acres or less.
New POA. Used For Auction. QLD - Delivers Nationally. Welcome to Machines4u. Buy Buy Hire
Parts Auctions. Brands Kubota L 2 Results for Kubota l Refine Results. Less More. Kubota L
market details Of all the Kubota L models listed The most common years of Kubota L
manufacture listed are:. Latest Articles. Tractors: The Ultimate Guide. Spotlight Ads. Quoted to
Customer Spec. View Listing. In Stock. Kubota L Series, When you have simple needs and want
a tractor that won t let yo Specially designed for the farming professional, the versatile and
hard-working Engineered with high clearance and more speeds to enhance performance, the
Kubot Upcoming Auction. The new generation MGX Series range delivers class leading power
and reliability The B series is your compact tractor range with superior features for business T
From maintaining your property to commercial landscaping and small farm operatio Kubota s

LD gear drive tractor features a revamped design with smooth, round M Its a big deal. The most
powerful tractor Kubota has to offer Introducing t Ideal for hay and cattle operations, the Kubota
MDC mid-sized tractor boasts Kubota s top of the line, mid-sized tractor, the LHDA is powered
by a reliab Support Seller Support Help. Rated 4. Testimonials "Extremely pleased with
response to ad, well exposed site. No Commissions. To view this seller's website, Click the link
below. It offers exceptional versatility, power and all-round capabilities. This actor is a smart
choice for a number of farming and agricultural professionals, require a powerful yet
economical tractor to work in a wide variety of markets. The Kubota L is capable of doing a
number of tough commercial jobs, as well as a wide variety of different chores. It has excellent
lifting power, and additional power reserves for maximum performance. It embraces
state-of-the-art technology that makes it environmentally friendly, and it ideally suited for
modern-day precision farming. It is both economical and practical, and is designed to need
minimal amount of servicing and maintenance, adding to its economic and workplace benefits.
The Kubota L engine one of the most efficient yet powerful engines available in any tractor on
the market today. It is specifically designed to be efficient and quiet, making it ideal for both
high-performance and load-bearing tasks. Its hydraulics and lifting gear are finely tuned so that
each complement each otherand can produce a maximum level of performance of the highest
calibre. The Kubota Lit was billed with three different models available, a two wheel drive gear
tractor, a four-wheel-drive year tractor and a four-wheel-drive hydrostatic based. It has a fuel
capacity of just under 13 gallons, a three point ray type hitch, and a 2 L four-cylinder diesel
engine. It has an independent rear power takeoff system, with a hydraulic wet disc clutch. It has
a real standard differential lock, a hydrostatic power steering system and a mechanical wet disc
braking system. The cabin of the Kubota L has it to post ROPS that is foldable, and can have a
covering attached as a separate purchase. The price of a used Kubota L will vary significantly
depending on the number of hours it has been unused for, the type of work has been used for
and how well-kept it servicing and maintenance schedule has been adhered to. As an indication,
as of June , several models available at the following prices, at machinerypete. A Kubota L with
hours so at US dollars 21, A Kubota L with hours for sale at US dollars 19, A Kubota L with
hours sale at US dollars 17, Before purchasing any attachment or implement it is worth
checking that the implement being bought will fit and work with the specific model of tractor is
intended for. Below are some of the most common attachments used on the Kubota L Obtaining
parts for any used tractor is normally fairly straightforward, but a degree of caution does need
to be taken. Although parts are widely available, it is really important that before purchase you
specify the exact part number needed, if this is not adhered to, then it is also common for the
wrong part to be brought and endless to-ing and fro-ing with the website or dealership in order
to correct it. Reviews of the Kubota L are most likely to be found on sites such as YouTube, and
often done by enthusiasts wanted to show off their pride and joy. With a tractor of this age it is
worth bearing in mind that there are likely to be both good and bad points about it. The good
thing about buying a second-hand tractor, is that it is quite easy to get good general
straightforward unbiased views. Normally the best place is a discussion group, such as tracked
by net. Most people who post and subscribe to discussion groups and discussion forums tend
to be owners of tractors, who genuinely want to share their experience in an unbiased but
helpful way. This normally means they will flag up any inherent problems in the tractor, as well
solutions they have found. They may also play up issues or concerns that had not occurred the
perspective purchaser. With a used tractor, they should also be able to give some fairly good
guidance on what is a reasonable second-hand price, and any specific issues to look out for.
Manuals for the Kubota L can normally be found relatively easily online. There are a number of
websites that offer manuals for free as a PDF download. There are other sitesthat will make a
nominal charge. Manuals can normally also be obtained from sites such as Amazon and eBay,
although it is often tend to be hard copy annuals which may be more useful to some people and
a download. The real value of manuals in many ways is that they should have diagrams of
where various parts in the engine and transmission system needs to be placed. This can be a
lifesaver for people who may not know their way around the mechanics of a tractor. Many
people turn to craigslistas a source of buying second-hand agricultural equipment. One of its
main advantages is that it can specify by location precisely where the track is for sale. With
second-hand tractors this can be especially useful, as it is a really good idea to physically
inspect the tractor before purchase possible. This means that when looking for a used Kubota L
the prospective purchaser can specify a geographical area near to where they live in order to
make sure they can physically visited before purchase. When buying a new factor this is less of
an issue as it is possible to negotiate wide terms and conditions with a dealership, even one
that is often some miles away. Recent Posts. This tractor was manufactured by the Kubota from
to The Kubota L is equipped with 2. This engine produced The Kubota L is equipped with

hydrostatic power steering, wet disc type brakes, open operator station with two-post
swedecar
dupont prep sol 3919s
push pull pot wiring diagram
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